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Flickring HD Raises the Bar for Flickr Apps on the iPad
Published on 06/22/12
Pixite LLC today releases Flickring HD for Flickr 1.0.2, an update to their popular photo
management iPad app. Flickring lets you browse, share, upload, and manage your Flickr
photos and videos. The new update adds exciting new features for professional
photographers and photo aficionados alike with 2048-pixel, high-resolution photo viewing
on the new iPad, and full-resolution photo viewing during zoom-in on all iPads.
Furthermore, Flickring HD now also supports 1080-pixel HD video playback.
San Diego, California - Pixite LLC today is pleased to announce an update to their popular
Flickr photo management app, Flickring HD for Flickr. The new update adds exciting new
features for professional photographers and photo aficionados alike with 2048-pixel,
high-resolution photo viewing on the new iPad, and full-resolution photo viewing during
zoom-in on all iPads. Furthermore, Flickring HD now also supports 1080-pixel HD video
playback.
For DSLR users who shoot in RAW and import those photos using Apple's Camera Connection
Kit, Flickring HD can now convert the RAW photos to full size JPEGs and upload them to
Flickr.
In addition to the features for the power users, the new Flickring HD update makes
protecting the users' privacy easier by including the option to strip location data from
images and to set privacy levels on the photos during uploading. Although these new
features make Flickring HD that much more powerful and pushes the boundaries of what
Flickr apps can do, it remains the most intuitive, user-friendly Flickr client available
in the App Store. For a list of all the features, visit the official website.
Device Requirements:
* Compatible with iPad
* Requires iOS 4.3 or later
* 5.5 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Flickring HD for Flickr is $3.99 (USD) and available worldwide exclusively through the App
Store in the Photo and Video category.
Flickring HD for Flickr 1.0.2:
http://www.flickringapp.com
Purchase and Download:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/flickring-hd-for-flickr/id489985663
Video:
https://s3.amazonaws.com/FlickringApp/Flickring_WEB_360P.mov

Screenshot:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/106/Purple/v4/fc/dd/27/fcdd27d9-1d94-3c35-c3dc-e492919a4cb1/mzl.ft

App Icon:
http://a1.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/105/Purple/v4/a5/3b/38/a53b3873-a7a7-7656-dc7b-6277a5d3faec/mzm

Pixite LLC is the creator of Web Albums for the iPhone, Web Albums HD for Picasa, and
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Flickring HD for Flickr. Pixite LLC builds the highest quality photo viewer apps for iOS
devices. All Material and Software (C) 2009-2012 Pixite LLC / All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Flickr and Yahoo! are registered trademark of Yahoo! Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries. Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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